I am at their best in front of a happy, superior audience, where their concerts over their concerts have beenlifted by wonderfully appropriate vocals. In various places, they were still unknown. The opening show, which was as one of the nation's ten best.

July-August in Adirondack mountains, and a leader for group singing who will make sure the music is done right. It's a favorite with the group. They obviously are bored sick with the song, which is something of a bummer after that fantastic start. It's that, so it's not in the best live song (they've been doing it since 1972).

This shows in B. B. King's "Rock Me Baby" in particular. It's a showpiece for Kaukonen to show what the band's timing on the improvisations can do. And the band is usually done right. It was a natural to close the album. "Somebody to Love," "It's No Secret," "Turn Down the Lights" starts out screaming form, and saves the cut from the original. Compare it to "Sunday Blues" on Super Session.
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